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Build a Home for the Holidays!
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Futures!

Opportunity!

Your $250 gift will help
build bright & successful

Your $100 gift will build
more pathways to greater

The benefits of supportive
housing are far-reaching and
long-lasting. PSHH helps connect
residents to local resources
designed to promote wellness,
community engagement, and
career success.

pshhc.org/YEA

Resilience

Community

Building

Building

From apartments to townhomes,
studios to single-family housing,
we build for families, seniors,
veterans, those living with
disabilities, and the formerly
homeless. In addition to our
rentals, we help people build
their own house!

Dear Friend,
As you make this little house, you’ll see how your support can help PSHH residents build independent and
resilient lives. Every gift you can generously make will contribute to their health, their wellness, and their
futures.
Home is where it all begins. Every day, over 10,000 people throughout our community call People’s SelfHelp Housing home. Whether it is through a house they built themselves or because they live in one of our
many neighborhoods throughout the Central Coast, our residents have opportunity, peace of mind, and a
place to thrive.
Please join us in supporting vibrant communities and for building so much more than housing!
housing
								

- People’s Self-Help Housing

See full instructions below
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Communities!

Through our learning centers, we
offer after-school and college
prep programming. We also
create pathways to great careers
for adult learners. Every day, our
classrooms are filled with students
of all ages eager to learn.

Your $50 gift will help
build independence and

Futures

Building

Opportunity

Resilience

Building
Your $25 gift will help
build beautiful, safe
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We are all in this together.
Because of people like you,
families, students, and seniors
are all growing stronger and
making our communities even
better places to live.

How to Build a Home for the Holidays!
Cut Lines:

Diagram 1

Fold Lines:

A

1. Cut carefully along the dashed lines.

B

2. Take the piece with images labeled A and D and slide it onto the piece with images
labeled B and G. Ensure images A and B are facing one another, as shown in Diagram 1.

3. Fold along dotted lines, so wooden sections cover photos B, D, F, and H, see Diagram 2.

Diagram 2

4. Tape as needed to secure the house.
5. Enjoy your creation and please make your generous gift today, to bring more people

Home for the Holidays!

Need help building the house? View video at pshhc.org/holidays!
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